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Field Party!

CONTRIBUTING IVR/TER

involvement, but the clubs and organizations that participated had a lot
of great activities and food. My particular favorite was the giant parachute like the ones from elementary
school P.E. classes."
Senior Corey Schwartz and seven
other directors, along with a core
IY CAHLY LEDUC
group of 40 volunteers, organized
STAFF WWTEK
this event. JMUbilee has been in the
On Saturday, Godwin Field hosted works since late September.
Schwartz said the theme behind
the unification ol )MU and Harrisonburg communities during the second- JMUbilee is, "To provide a day of fun,
annual JMUbilee festival, an event music and interaction in order to defilled with carnival activities such as velop a more cohesive bond between
cookie decorating, rock climbing, live the JMU campus and the Harrisonmusic and a comedic performance burg community." The steering combv comedian and IMI alumus Tim mittee said they would like to bring
together "One campus, one commuYoung.
Junior Brandon Strawn, who has nity, all together one."
been to both JMUbilees, said, "Last
seeJUU,pagt4
year's [event] seemed to have more

JMUbilee brings
college, town
fun at Godwin Field

EVIN SHOAP irnunptnnotraplirr
Brooklyne Pozik and her mother, Holly Poak, work on a necklace
Saturday afternoon at JMUubllee. The event was held on Godwin Field.

EVIN SHOAP/*«<»/Vi.»»i'iv/*'
The Textbook Market Reform Act Is meant to help lessen the high cost of school book

Textbook Market Reform
Act to build resale markets
and reduce bundled books
■v LAUREN SEARSON
coHnunniNG WRITER

The Textbook Market Reform Act, passed on
March 8, focuses on improving the market by making textbooks more affordable for students

se the burden of crowing tuitions.

In a press release, associate director of Virginia21 Kelly Porcll said, "There are a lot of students
and parents who are going to be very happy to see
textbooks becoming more affordable, especially
when sending a child to college has gotten so expensive."
The act promotes resale markets and used book
sales, while also decreasing the use of "bundled"
books. Professors should be aware of the retail
price of the books they order and are encouraged
to submit book lists in a timely manner.
JMU Bookstore Director John Rheault believes
the process of the faculty selecting books and sub-

mitting adoptions for fall 2006 by the April 1 deadline will benefit students. "This is finally addressing the message we've been trying to tell faculty for
the past five or six years."
Rheault emphasizes how readopting course
materials allows the bookstore to buy books back
from students for up to half the original cost. Meeting the deadline enables the bookstore to search for
used copies from national wholesalers.
He says, "Faculty can totally control how much
students get back."
see BOOKS, page 4

Madison graduation
rates higher than
national statistics
■v KATIE KELLOGG
■MOD ivRfrrR
A recent report by the U.S. Department of Education, which appeared in the Chronicle of Higher

Education, showed that 36 percent of
full-time students at four-year colleges who plan to earn a bachelor's
degree do so within four years In
addition, 56 percent received their
degree within six years.
The study followed students

who entered college as freshmen in
1998 and tracked them through August 2004. Students with the highest graduation rates were women
at private, non-profit colleges. After
six years, 64 percent of students at
private, non-profit colleges earned
degrees, versus 53 percent of students at public colleges, and 25 percent of students at private for-profit
colleges.
According to the 2005 statistical
summary of graduation rates found
on the JMU Office of Institutional
Research Web site, 61 percent of
JMU students who entered JMU as
freshmen in 1998 graduated within
four years, and 80 percent had their
degree within six years.
While many JMU students enter
college with the intention of gradu-

see GRAD, pagf 4

edu/genedfcluster3.htmL

Nationwide Graduation Rates

JMU students above average
ating in four years, this is not feasible for some due to major or concentration changes. John Gullickson, a
fifth-year student, decided that after
spending his first two years at JMU
as a music major that music was no
longer what he wanted to pursue.
He found that he lacked most of the
General Education credits he needed in order to graduate.
"When I decided not to finish
out music in my junior year, it was
basically like my freshman year," he
said.
Gullickson, who plans to become
a teacher, will graduate in December
after five-and-a-half semesters as an
undergrad, and then spend another
year to earn his master's degree.

The math and science requirements of the General Education program have recently been revamped
to give students more options.
Instead of choosing to complete one of seven different packages within Cluster Three of the
General Education requirements,
courses are now divided into just
three groups for students to choose
one course from each group.
Cluster Three is made up of
math and science courses designed to teach students about
the natural world. In the new
system, every student must complete one math class, two science
classes and one lab. Lab can be
taken as a single credit class in
GSCI104, or in one of the classes
from group two or three that includes a lab.
In 1997, the GenEds were divided into packages because students typically do better with a
curriculum that gives them some
sort of sequence and coordination to the classes they take, said
Dean of General Education Linda
Halpern.
She said over the years, with
the growth of the institution,
the General Education program
found it increasingly difficult for
students to manage the packaged
courses,
A flaw in the old system was
that students were forced to
choose their three classes all at
once at the start of their college
career, which did not account for
the constantly changing interests
of students.
Many students also find it difficult to finish some of their Cluster Three requirements because of
the tack of GSCI classes available
each semester
Junior Anna Santiago said she
saved her Cluster Three classes
for the last two years of college
because they fill up so quickly.
"A lot of people don't have the
opportunity to take them until
later," Santiago said. She added
that the new system "will make it
a lot simpler for students."
Though more GSCI classes
will not suddenly become available, the new structure of Cluster Three will provide students
with more options in terms of
which science and math classes
they may choose from. Students
will not be bound to one specific
package and will be able to finish
their GenEds sooner.
"The General Education program is committed to outcomes
assessment," Halpern said.
Evidence from assessment
tests show that students generally have the same results on
math and science assessments
regardless of which package their
Cluster Three classes come from,
Halpern said.
Current students have the option to either continue with the sequence of classes they chose from
tne original packages, or choose
their classes according to the new
system of three areas, which contains most of the courses from the
old structure.
Students can check out the
classes contained in the new
Cluster Three structure at jmu.
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Psychology Peer Advising

Larceny

Drrw 1 rpp

A JMU student reported the theft ot an unattended
backpack containing a JAC Card and clothing from
UREC March 2 between I and 4 p.m.

JMU Psychology Peer Advising will be hosting Food
Fight 2006 across campus March 22 and March 23
There will be tables at Showker, ISAT. UREC and on the
commons to raise money for the Bluendge Area Food
Bank and Mercy Corps For more inlormation, visit their
Web site at psychweb.cisat.imu.edu/peeradvising and
click on "food fight" or e-mail ma/iaW or douglari

Property damage
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A JMU student reported observing a male subject
lump on a parked vehicle and tall off. breaking oft the
front license plate and damaging the plate holder on
Greek Row March 13 11 49 p m
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Take Back the Night

A non-student reported being verbally harassed by
another non-student at Rockingham Hall March 14
at 7 40 p m

Take Back the Night is sponsoring an event dedicated
to fighting violence and sexual assault that will include
professional speakers, bands and a campus march The
event will take place March 28 at 5 p.m on the commons
For more information, contact wrclaurenQyahoo.com.
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A JMU employee reported graffiti on a towel dispenser
in a first floor men's restroom at Wilson Hall March
15

Gi Anthony-Seaoer Hall
MSC 6605
James Madison University
rtarrttonbura Vkotiit 22807
Phon«n540) 568-6127
FBK: 1540)566-6736

A JMU student was charged with possession of mariluana on Greek Row March 15 at 7:08 p.m.

Possession of marijuana

The Clothesline Protect, a visual display of T-shirts
created to speak out against violence and sexual assault, will take place March 29 and 30 from noon to 8
p.m. in Transitions in Warren Hall. For more information, contact wrclauren9yahoo.com.
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Number of drunk in publics since Aug 29 67

Contact Us
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local Harnsonburg
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Still Paying Off Spring Break Bills?
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Dr. Walid Phares
Professorol Comparative fotttka, Florida Atlantic University
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Jihad Terrorism:
Is There a Counter Strategy?
Wednesday, March 22,2006
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Coming to JMU ....
LibQUAL
A national survey of library service quality
You may be a part of a sample of JMU students and faculty who will
be contacted by email and asked to respond. JMU is one of 246 academic and research libraries participating in the survey

When:

March 21 through April 10, 2006

Why:

1. Information from the survey will help
us provide library services that better
address our users' needs and
expectations.
2. WIN AN iPOD! Respondents may
enter a drawing for an iPOD!
Do it for JMU Libraries!

See http://www.lib.jmu.edu/libqual/default.aspx for more information
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Gays, colleges
hope tour helps
dispel stereotypes
BY MICHELLE BOORSIEIN
IMF NUHNGT '■

i*aoi amtmt "/mi-DKiK

HITTER

Above: Automotive engineering student Fredrlk Hutter worits on the hybrid in its earlier stages. Below: Chuck McCarty, Roland Wlltz.
Fredrik Hutter and Cally Oglesby stand by the finished hybrid, which will soon be used at Shenandoah National Park.

Golf cart made over into hybrid ATV
Student-made
vehicle powered
by biodiesel
BY

DREW LEPP
SEWS EMOR

A group of ISAT students and (acuity finished a two-and-a-half-year extreme makeover
when they transformed a gas-powered golf
cart a soybean-fueled hybrid to be used in the
Shenandoah National Park.
The hybrid, which will be unveiled to the
Cublic today at Shenandoah National Park, will
? a demonstration vehicle to show how the
less-polluting, soybean-derived; biodiesel is a
viable fuel option.
Biodiesel is domestically produced and is
made by chemically reacting alcohol with vegetable — such as soybean — oils, fats or greases.
Tests by the Department of Hnergy concluded
emissions from biodiesel fuel are non-toxic and
pose little to no health risk to humans.
ISAT professor Cally Oglesby said most
pollutants — including carbon monoxide
— are significantly reduced in biodiesel fuel.
Only one pollutant is higher than in regular
petroleum-based diesel fuel but can be lowered with engine adjustments
In the summer of 2005, JMU committed
to using B20, a fuel with 20 percent biodiesel, in all its diesel fleet.

Unlike regular diesel made from quickly
diminishing iossil (uels, biodiesel is produced
with renewable resources. "|We| have spent
half our petmleum resources m the last hundred years and demand continues bo rise.'
Oglesby said. "We need to have all the alternatives we can find."
1 he hvbnd built by the ISAT students run
on a large 48-volt battery (most cars run on a
12-volt battery) with a 110-volt internal generator powered by 100 percent biodiesel fuel
Since the hybrid's generator is noisy but necessary, it was essential to design the hvbrid to
run with the generator both on and off. Intwa)
the hybrid can run silently (>>r ■ short lime.
Over the two-and-a-half-year OOUIW oi bha
project four series of students have worked on
the pn^ect including Fredrik Hutter and Roland Wiltz, both German mechanical engineer-

ing -students, who Hi completing a practicum
at IMI and helped to finish the vehicle.
Designing and engineering the hybrid
without any sort of instruction book came
with challenges. Chuck McCarty, the alternative fuels coordinator at JMU, who helped
with the project said, "It's constant research
and development — a process ot elimination."
I hm went back to the drawing board approximately 50 times in two-and-a-half years.
Major changes from the original design
were made to the electrical wiring, the electn. motor was relocated and the frame of the
Roll cart was elongated.
1 (utter, the student in charge of the completwm of the hybnd, said with limited access to faculty and facilities, 'Time was always against us."
But the hybnd was completed in time for
testing to be done. The top speed of the vehicle is 10 mph and the all-terrain tires allow
for the hybrid to be driven off-road.
Shenandoah National Park will be able
bo use the hybrid as an ATV and as a portable
generator A box with outlets on the side allows
electric tools to be plugged in and charged. The
hybrid's other practical amenities are a winch
lor towing and multiple cargo beds.
The car also has some personal touches
like.i -.leek metallic paint job with a |MU logo
at the base of the hood, provided by a local
auto body shop.
The hybrid was funded bv a federal grant
and built in conjunction with the University
National Park Energy Partnership Program,
UNPFPP, a program that links universities
and national parks m the United States to develop energy-related projects in the parks

The meeting was a bit
awkward. One side brought
the other chocolates. People wore big name tags and
fussed over one another,
saying "Hi" effusively and
smiling broadly. C'lutnsv
jokes were made — but
everyone laughed. There
were long silences.
The discomfort was understandable. Eight officials
from the Council (or Christian Colleges and Universities, which represents 133
"Christ-centered" schools
that (orbid homosexual behavior, were mingling with
35 young gay men and lesbians m a District of Columbia church — to plan,
of all things, a road trip.
'The "riders" will talk
about their experiences in
taring hate and explain why
they believe the Bible is accepting of homosexuality.
All the riders are younger
than 2b, and about half are
Christian, including two
who were expelled from colleges on the route.
But the ride is turning
out to be much more than
organizers expected.
At
least eight of the 19 schools
— with the council's encouragement — have planned
open forums for the riders,
including talks in classrooms, visits with student
leaders and the school president, panel discussions and,
in one case, a coffee klatch titled "The Message of 'Brokeback Mountain'."
At many of the schools,
the only public talks about
homosexuality up to now
have featured Christians
discussing how they gave
up being gay. But officials
at the schools hosting the
Equality Riders said the national debate over gay rights
has become so prominent in
the past couple of years that
an educated young Christian needs to be well-versed
in the arguments used by
gay rights activists — even if
only to rebut them.
'The
conversation
is
coming into the open. We
don't need to go into a holy
huddle," said Terry Franson,
dean of students at Azusa Pacific University, an evangelical
Christian school in California
that is hosting the gay activ-

ists April 5. Robert Andringa.
president of the Christian
colleges council, contacted
organizer! ot the Equality
Ride last summer when he
heard about the event, ottering bo help arrange visits
Andnnga said the OolltgBI
in his organization, which
cover 27 denominations, an'
united in believing the Bible
forbids sex between people of
the same gender
as well as
premarital sex between men
and women. Typically, the
schools require a student who
acknowledges beta KB) or
lesbian to stvk counseling, and
in some circumstances the student can face expulsion.
But the schools disagree
over how to engage with the
broader culture tin homosex*
uality, Andringa said.
It's | touchy topic, and
we don't want to be viewed
as homophobic. We know
every church is struggling
with it, so if our students an
■Ding to be prepared to be
leaders in this socicU. thai
need to experience the real
world," Andringa said.
At Liberty University
in Lynchburg, Va., the first
stop officials made it clear'
that the Equality Ride was
not welcome.
Fifteen of the activists and
lit of their supporter- WCR arrested Friday when they tned
to walk onto the I ilvrt\ | Hipus and deliver a speech.
The visitors and their
hosts said they are hoping
for the same thing; to supplant stereotypes.
"Scripture would laj
Christians will be known
by the way they love. Christians have dropped the ball
They are known by hate.
said Andrew Mollenbeck,
21, an editor at the studentrun Chimes newspaper at
Biola. "I'd like to see an interaction of love."
Several of the nders said
they intend to read desperate letters they have received
from gay students at Christian colleges.
Neither side expected
minds to be changed.
"We agree with them
that our campuses, to be consistent with our Christian
worldview, should not be a
place w here any student teels
Unsafe or condemned or rejected," Andringa said. "But
we disagree about what the
Bible says about sc\ualit\

The 'Little Store' closes
after seven months
BY KCI.LV CONNIFF
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Little Store Collective, a local
store featuring natural and organic
products, closed its doors after seven
months of operation
Located at 434 N. Mason St. in the
Rose's Shopping Center, the Little Store
Collective is a worker-run collective
which carries a variety of healthy and
alternative goods.
The Little Store will soon be closing
because the members found that it wasn't
operating in the way they wanted it to.
There were four of us working and
making most of the decisions at the store,
said junior Beth Schermerhom, public relations manager for the Little Store. "We
finally realized that we weren't staying
true to ourselves as a collective."
The Little Store Collective opened in
September and offered a place in Hamsonburg where items such as local produce,
natural and organic foods and local arts
and crafts could be purchased. Popular
items included free-range eggs and meat.

"It was a really quaint store with tons
of products you couldn't find anywhere
else.' said sophomore Nottingham Parks.
The same group behind the little Grill
Collective, a popular Harnsonburg eatery that
specializes in a wide variety' of vegan, vegetarian and ethnic foods as well as live entertainment runs the Uttle Store Collective
All employe--- own ,i stake in the business, and have one equal vote concerning the
direction of the business I'roht distnbuhon
is based on the amount of labor that the employee contributes.
The Little Store Collective hopes to sell
the store to another gnmp or interested
buyer so that the little Store will be able
to live on in another format.
"We're trying to find interested parties
to buy the equipment and the location,' said
Schermerhom. "We'd love to see the Little
Store reincarnated in the same location. The
realitv of a consumer cooperative or a separate person taking over is a FBa] idea
For more information about the
Little Store and Little tirill Collective,
visit the Website at littUgnUcolleitire.
com.

The Little Store Collective, a natural food store, doted Its doors after seven months due to operation problems. Workers said the store no longer felt like the collective it was Intended to be.

Number of male college students on the decline
BY RJ. WALTERS
NORTHERN MKWCAS UN/VERSTTY

If you're walking into a room
where nearly six in 10 people are
female, it doesn't necessarily mean
you nist opened the door to a salon or bridal shop. It could very
well mean that you are entering a
normal college campus that fits the
statistical norm.
In 1970, males made up 58
percent o( all college undergrads
at public universities across the nation. Thirty-five years later, over 57
percent of students at college campuses are female, according to a re-

cent study by the US. Department
of Education.
While Northern Michigan University s neighbors from the north,
Michigan Tech, had a population
that was more than three-quarters
male as of 2004, Northern closely
parallels the national trend.
Northern Michigan University
President I es Worn; said numbers
often tell a story and there should
be concern placed on the nationwide decline of males in college,
not the increase in the female population.
"The trend has really |ust been
sneaking up on us" Wong said.

"The dominant picture hen' is that
women are making the most of an
expanding female job market, while
the mobvatHHiotvoung adult males
seems to be in decline."
A recent Public Broadcasting
Service study predicted that within
the nevt 10 wars there amid be
man than three millkm mow women than men attending uillegc.
Wll is | publu university that
does offer dty.rees in \ocationa1 areas and the fact that then- M 138
undergraduates registered in those1
programs and only four are females
shows that then- may he some validity to researcher's thoughts on

the subject Wtmg said.
t .em I ><iniel\ who has served
as Northern's Director of Admissions for the last )K vears. said
aimprehensive research needs to
be done to start to determine where
the growing trend originates.
"I hen* needs to be in-depth
research done about how families,
a immunities and teachers at kiwer
grade lev els can help balana" out
the ability It >r males and (emales to
learn at an equally effective level"
I >aniclssaid.
Mjv bv i\e nerd to figure out
what specific demographics are
sending less mall's to ailleges to be

able to find the root of the problem.
It's possible that certain income
damn or geographic areas pose
problems (or males going to allege, but I've never really heard too
much on the subject"
Regardless of she reason, the
statistics have amtinued to move
towards female-dominated campus.--, some MTHH)IS are attempting
to reverse the trend through their
admissions and entrana* policies
To increase male enrollment
schools such as Austin Peay in
Tennessee have formed partnerships with mak' mentoring groups
to encourage younger students to

aim tor a college education.
Other schools, such as IVkinsnt
College in Pennsylvania and I X'l'aul
University in Chicago have modified their recruiting and admiwons
policies sending out extra mailings
to null's ami paving ck*«e attenbm
to male candidate. HOWI-UT, public
universities fare k"gal dialkngi-- lor
recruiting makv I ,ist |uk. the University of Georgia k*t a lawsuit filed by
female students beCBUBlH 4 MI attirmabve-actk*i poky that law ml boys.
"Every student male or not.
who neglects the opportune b I BI
to a>llege becomes a liability for the
society," said Wong.
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GRAD: 60 percent of students graduate on time
GRAD. from page 1
"It is a long, tedious,
expensive path to find out
what it is you really enjoy
doing," he said.
Junior Amy Knueven also
took a longer path to earn her
degree. Knueven, who attended three different colleges before coming to JMU, will have
spent six years in college. She
changed majors four times
and earned her associate's
degree in the process.
Knueven said she went
into college not knowing what
she wanted to pursue.

"I did zero research in
high school and I regret it.
I didn't know what college
was about; I only knew I
had to go," she said.
Despite the somewhat
tumultuous
journey
that
Knueven's college expenencv
has been, she said the lessons
she learned have been worth it.
"I took the long way, but I
wouldn't take it back because I
learned a lot" she said.
Not all students prolong
their college careers. Some students like Karol Mendoza, a
sophomore but junior by cred-

It is a long, tedious,
expensive path to
find out what it is you
really enjoy doing.
— John Gullickson
senior
its, intend on graduating early.
Mendoza, who entered
JMU with AP credits and
dual-enrollment classes from

high school, said that the
high cost of out-of-state tuition motivated her to take
several 18-credit-hour semesters and summer classes so
she can graduate early.
Mendoza said she does
not feel like she is being deprived of the full college experience, despite her early
graduation date, because
she hopes to attend graduate school after earning her
bachelor's degree.
"I am planning on going to
grad school at JMU, so I will
still be here anyway," she said.

JMU: Carnival brings campus, community together
JMU, from page 1
The carnival was the culminating event of Madison Week,
which was from March 14 to
18, and co-sponsored by Aramark, SGA, UPB, Coca-Cola,
Madison Week and the ONE
org campaign, a nationwide effort to fight global poverty and
AIDS. The entire event was

free, including food, but there
were raffle tickets sold for gift
baskets with all proceeds going
to the Mercy House.
Schwartz said the idea for
the carnival came about when he
was the UPB Executive Director.
Tom Culligan, former
SGA president and myself created the idea of JMUbilee in the

spring of '04 when we both initially took our positions."
Schwartz added that it took
about two months of brainstorming before plans for the
event were solidified.
"We wanted to have an
event that brought the community and campus together
as well as show that many

JMU campus organizations
could work together for the
good' of the university and
the city," he said.
Strawn agreed, but suggested, "I think it'd be even better if more and more clubs and
organizations participated with
more creative ideas, but it was
still an enjoyable afternoon."

BOOKS: New law may
help students save money
BOOKS, from page 1
With eight percent of books
adopted as of Ma rch 16, he expects
about 40 percent will be in by the
actual deadline. Rheault says
60 percent will be in about four
weeks after buy back. "It is no advantage for us to not pav students
back, and we can do that by getting the adoptions on time."
Joy Frazier, a science professor, says some issues come up
that prevent faculty from getting
adoptions in on time. Professors
sometimes do not know they are
taking on an additional course for
an upcoming semester. "When
faculty are developing new courses or adopting new textbooks,
they have difficulty submitting
book requests by April for the fall
semester," she said.
While Frazier and other faculty are presented with the problem of new editions of textbooks
being published, Rheault believes
that there usually aren't significant differences in new editions.
If faculty talk to publishers and
find out the actual costs, and compare current and new editions,

the bookstore can avoid buying
unnecessary new books.
Another way in which
Rheault says faculty can think
more like consumers is by considering how necessary "bundled" books are. CDs and study
guides featured in packages increase the price and sometimes
prevent students from selling
books back when they sometimes
are not even used. Aside from
adding a new sellback location
at Rockingham Hall, Rheault
says there are services provided
by the bookstore faculty can take
advantage of. They can compare
how many former editions were
sold and look for other used editions in the wholesale market.
Rheault says students can
help buybacks become more successful. "Students can speak up
in April and ask faculty if they
are using the current textbooks
for next semester and if they have
sent in their adoptions."
The act does not force faculty
to take these actions, but Rheault
hopes it will open both the faculty's and the students' eyes.
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MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded
Ihe Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker.
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date). Her book Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions.
Found on line at www.spirituality.com.
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor.com/women

Celebrate trie beauty or diversity in trie form of trie
fashion production'Jinown as PIASI'ORA. Student
nave cometogptnei tc • visually honor their
jth a twist or contemporary style. Original
Ikudent designs. Dress to ImpresslTickets
available in the Warren Box Office.

FtstitHtt98a^room
ptn Allegheny Room, production, after-party)
tfi5Genrr.il Admission

, I 'roduorion, afterpartu)

Bc#jmu.edu for more information.

Compete for a JMU
Full-Tuition Exchange,
Scholarship...
to study at one of JMU's
overseas partner
institutions in

Australia
England
Japan
Korea

<••>

«IA

Spring
2007

K

S

II»

For more information, please visit
www.jmu.edu/international
"Scholarship Amount is equivalent to
a full semester of In-State Tuition (Spring 2007)

OFFICE OF
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GETA KUT OFTHEDOTJG^
Character-based Scholarship
All JMU 2006-2007 Students Eligible
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CARRIE
KUTNER
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Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * * & #■ #

Applications available on line:
http://www.imu.edu/orgs/ambassadors/kutnerscholarship.shtml

Due Tomorrow, March 21st, 2006
Sponsored by Student Ambassadors
KEEPING HER MEMORY ALIVE

I 2(X)6 hruinfreezepuzzles .com

See today's answers online at wwiv.thebreeze.org
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NISSAN
PAVILION

AT NISSAN PAVILION
SATURDAY, MARCH 25
1-5 PM BACKSTAGE AT THE PAVILION
%** J^^ft>^^^-^^^5^i^ns^*I^K^^^^

EVENT STAFF • TICKET TAKERS
USHERS • PARKING ATTENDANTS
7800 CELLAR DOOR DR - BRIST0W VA - WWW.NISSANPAVILI0N.COM

OR COME SEE OUR BOOTH AT THE JMU JOB FAIR:

TODAY, MONDAY MARCH 20th
AT THE FESTIVAL
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OPINION

Brian Goodman, Editor
breezeopinion®hoimailxom
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Discrimination double standard kills Chef National security based
on the luck of the draw

■Y GAKRETT HOOE
CONTR/8UTTNC WRTTt*

Religious persecution old as mankind itself,
has a long, infamous history stretchin£ from the
Romans to the Inquisition to the Pilgnms to the
Jihad. Just last week, the Litest casualty has been
discovered — and may Chef rest in peace.
That's nght None other than Chef, the beloved lady killer of "South Park" fame, bit the
dust last week, and at his own hand. Isaac I laves,
the k>ngume voice for the character, announced
his immediate resignation, citing the "intolerance and bigotry-" perpetrated bv Matt Stone
and Trey Parker's virulently satirical show.
The felonious episode was none other than
the groundbreaking 'Trapped in the Closet,"
which pinned both the diminutively unconventional religion Scientology and the diminutively unconventional actor Tom Cruise against
the wall. The episode, first aired on Nov. 16
of last year, was one of the first exposures of
the cek"brity-<lriven Church of Scientology to
public criticism in ma.« media, as well as one
of the first enumerations of what exactly, the

"church" believes: 75 million years ago, an evil
alien overlord named Xenu trapped a whole
race of aliens in a volcano and then brainwashed their body-less spints into Msvlng
in religion (e.g. Christianity) and extreme emotions (e.g. depression). These spints — body
thetans — now float about the earth, latching
Onto people and causing the range of beliefs
and emotions we all experience.
Naturally, Stone and Parker were unable
to hold back from subjecting this psychedelic
MH Igt philosophy to their particular brand
of social criticism. And that is when Hayes, a
Scientologist himself, took offense. "There is a
place* in this world for satire," Hayes protested,
"but Uiere is a lime when MHm BMI and intolerance and bigotry towards religious beliefs
of others begins ... religious beliefs are sacred
to people, and at all times should be respected
and honored. As a avil-rights activist of the
past 40 years, I cannot support a show that disrespects those beliefs and practices."

One cannot help but wonder what Hayes
classified "Mr. Hankey the Christmas Poo" as.
if not sacrilege. "South Park" has been notorious in its criticism of Christianity, Judaism and
most other religions of the world. Only when
Scientology is the focus did Hayes ever raise a
stink — a point not lost on Stone, who told The
Associated Press, This is 100 percent having
to do with his faith ... He has no problem, and
has cashed plenty of checks, with our show
making fun of Christians."
Beyond the obvious self-serving irony,
Hayes's protest raises a very glaring double
standard. If religious intolerance is only intolerance when one's own religious is the target
niioirrance becomes impossible to fight If
making fun of Scientology, easy though it may
be, is discriminatory, so is making fun of Islam.
Special religions (aliens make things special) do
not deserve speaal rules. Hayes, and all those
who can dish it out but can't take it, might want
to get those nasty body thetans in check.
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Death penalty an issue that just will not die
■V ANTHONY
AlUIIIfMUt RIIDII
Blt-rtll
■v
CON7W»UT7,VC WMtR

On Jan. 8, 1981, a 17-year-old girl named Tem Winchell was tortured, raped, and murdered by a 21-year-old man named Michael Morales. Morales admitted to being responsible for the actions that led to
the killing of Tern. However, Morales said he did not intend for Terri to
die. According to testimony. Morales beat Terri in the face with a hammer 23 times until she was no longer recognizable. Apparently strangling, beating and stabbing a 17 year-old-girl to death does not "intentionally" cause death. The Surgeon General is still out on that one.
M»-rales was sentenced to death by lethal infection. The particular
process that was tube used for Morales's execution included three drugs.
A staff member from the prison is the one who administers the anesthetic
(the first drug). Then administered by a machine, the second and third
drugs are utilized to freeze muscles and stop the heart. Morales's defense
team argued this type of execution was "cruel and unusual punishment"
as defined by the Eighth Amendment of the US Constitution.
On the day of Morales's scheduled execution, a federal judge ruled
that medical professionals had to supervise the execution to see if it
was performed correctly. The |udge felt it was possible that this trained
personnel from the prison would not administer the sedative correctlyThe winning argument from Morale-* I dcium team was if the sedative does not adequately render Morales unconscious, there may be a
possibility that the second and third drugs injected could cause pain.
The pnson subsequently hired two anesthesiologists to help
with the execution. According to The New York Times, it is considered unethical by a variety of medical societies for doctors to take
any active role in an execution. The two anesthesiologists walked
out dunng the execution because of this "possibility" that Morales
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I....I undue
iin.liii> pain
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M stress
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would
from id,,
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procedure.
ecution has been postponed indefinitely. It has been 25 years since
Urn WAS brutally strangled, beaten, stabbed and raped until she
died. Morales still has the privilege to see the sun rise every day.
It seems that capital punishment is the issue that just will not
die. However, in the words of SupremeCourt Justice Antonin Scalia:
"The Fifth Amendment provides that |no| persons shall be held to
answer for a capital... crime, unless on a presentment or indictment
of a Grand Jury ... nor be deprived of life ... without the due process
of law.' This clearly permits the death penalty to be imposed, and
isublislu"- hevond doubt that the death penalty is not one of the
cruel and unusual punishments' prohibited by the Eighth Amendment." I could not have said it better myself. What is more cruel and
unusual to me is that people would abuse the U.S. Constitution to
defend someone who tortured, stabbed, strangled and raped someone else to death from possibly feeling a little pin prick or feeling
"possible" pain after being sedated.
Capital punishment in American law is based on the concept
of justice. The penalty should fit the severity of the crime. Justice
is not the same as revenge. Many safeguards exist in the legal process to prevent innocent people from being put on death row. For
example, one must be indicted bv a grand jury; tried, convicted and
set itemed to death by a jury (under the supervision of a |udge); and
then the details of the case are re-examined through the appeals
process. I his is not including the extra scrutiny of other lawyers
and the omniscient media researching and investigating every possible detail of the case. If only Tern Winchell had a chance for the
pleading for her own life to be heard by a jury, a judge and appeals
courts before that fateful night in 1981.
Anthony Rtedel is a junior communications major.

The
"National
Security
Strategy of the United States of
America," released last week
by President George W. Bush,
reaffirms America's commitment to employing offensive
foreign policy against terrorists
and enemy nations.
With section titles and objectives such as "Champion Aspirations for Human Dignity,"
"Work with Others to Defuse
Regional Conflicts" and "ExEand the Circle of Development
y Opening Societies and Building the Infrastructure of Democracy," the administration admittedly is "idealistic about goals,
and realistic about means." As
with any brand of leadership,
proper amounts of optimism
and realism are necessary to
achieve the greatest amount of
influence and success.
The document offers little to
no shift in the administration's
SUcy since the 2002 National
xirity Strategy, perhaps best
known for its advancement of
preemptive action against our enemies, other than identifying Iran
as the new danger to the United
States. Indeed, it further reaffirms
that Amenca must not retreat
from the world and should lead
by both deed and example.
Not that he would change
security strategy anyway, but
President Bush has surely taken
the phrase "if it ain't broke, don't
fix it" to heart. All debate aside,
there is one pure fact about
American security since 10:10
a.m. on Sept. 11, 2001: It has not
faltered. Having achieved (so far)
the paramount goal. Bush still
continues to unnecessarily shoot
himself in the foot both domestically and internationally. Iraq
notwithstanding, the president's
problem has not been too much
optimism or too little realism,
but simply committing a series
of missteps that have brought to
uSe surface fundamental flaws in
the administration's approach to
foreign policy that has somehow
not jeopardized the integnty of
continental security.

As the old saying goes, it
is better to be lucky than good.
Many would argue that the
president has certainly been
more lucky than good, but with
respect to the explicit purpose of
the National Security Strategy,
it doesn't matter — what does
matter is that the goal has been
achieved. Remember: the strategy is about preventing another
attack on America.
It seems obvious that the administration realized its success
with the 2002 strategy and, despite several foreign policy blunders, decided that the benefits
were worth the costs. Although
the release of the 2006 strategy
was met with underwhelming
coverage in the media (with almost no mention of the success
so far of the 2002 strategy), there
are many underlying lessons
about the foreign policy attitudes
of the administration.
In essence. President Bush is
prioritizing: the benefitof the protection of the United States has
been worth the costs of, among
other things, international criticism, a very un-conservative approach to government spending,
increasing domestic resentment
and, oh yea, that problem called
Iraq. The question then emerges
— are tiSe costs worth the benefit
in the eyes of American citizens?
If you believe any type of public
opinion poll or approval rating,
the answer is a clear no. Like it or
not, the administration has delivered on its promise to protect the
United States. Where differences
surface is the means by which the
Sresident has achieved success,
lany feel there is a better way to
protect America, but ultimately
it will forever be just feeling.
The achievement of the
past National Security Strategy
should be appreciated. At the
same time, the continuation of
the administration's plan should
have been tailored to comprehensively address the shortcomings of the previous four years.
Because it did not the president
will continue to have to count on
being lucky rather than good.
Garrett Hooe is a senior political
science major.
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Late for a very important date: Housing rabbit holes
■v

SARAH DF.UA
COMRIBUTtNG WRITIR

One hundred and seventy two. According
to the waiting list for on-campus housing for
the 20OS-'O7 semester, that is my new name.
I remember hearing countless propaganda
from tour guides, onentabon leaders, or at
events such as CHOICES that 1 would never
be referred to as a mere number in a sea of
students — but it seems like James Madison
University, a dignified and well-established
institution of higher learning, has begun to
apply math to this school's equation. The day
has come where I am no longer Sarah Delia, a
proud member of the class of 2009. but rather
Ms. One Hundred and Seventy Two.
How did I fall down this rabbit hole and
spiral into the looking glass that is the OKI.
waiting list? Jan. 31 was the day m which students were supposed to log on through the
ORL Web site and apply for a housing contra, t \s |. along with others from the class of
2009, filed for campus housing on that fate-

A*ul

ful day, something went wrong. Verv wnmg.
Although I received an e-mail later that night
confirming that I had successfully gained a
spot for campus living next semester, when
I checked back a few days ago, my application status read "application is available to
fill out" — as if I had never done so in the
first place. I neglected to pnnt and file my receipt, figunng that everything would be filed
by ORL. Oops. Out of my own stupidity and
lack of printing skills, I can not prove that I
did go through the filing process This pill
makes you bigger and this pill makes you
smaller and this pill — well that pill makes
you homeless in Harnsonburg.
Laeh year, the housing situation appears to be getting WOCM last war numerous nsing sophomores were informed that
because the class ot 2<HW was considerably
larger than previous classes admitted, then?
would be less housing available than usual
for returning students. Many students who
had accepted contracts in lanuary were later
told that they would have to move off cam-

pus — and by then it was the end of March.
In some weird karmic balance, the class
of 2009 is now faced with the same challenge;
finding a last-minute home. I certainty do not
blame the Class of 2010 or any new coming students. The scarlet letter should be branded on
the Admissions Office who continues to admit
more students than our university can handle.
The Wonderland of the Waiting List
while attempting to give the semblance of
hope, is in reality as reliable as the appearance of the Cheshire Cat — there's no telling
when vou'll see an actual housing contract.
According to the Office of Resident Life Web
site "The number of applicants for housing
exceeds the number of beds." The solution
is simple: we need to bnng our own beds.
There are three options homeless students
are left with. One is to stay on the waiting list
although according to the ORL Web site, "we
are unable to give you a date as to when we
will no longer nave housing. Cancellations are
received throughout the months of July and
August." A number — oh, 1 mean a student
— could be on the waiting list until the summer, and could even then be rejected, left with
the only option to hopefully find people looking for a fourth roommate. The second option is to find an apartment nght this second,
withdrawing from the waiting list; however,
once you return to the real world there's no
going back to Wonderland. If worst comes to
worst I suggest setting up camp in Carner Library, although you could have a heart attack
somewhere in the stacks and it would be days
before anyone found your body.
As I continue to follow the white rabbit
dow n tins stressful hole to the wonders of the
waiting list all 1 can do at this point is make
persistent phone calls, wait and learn from the
expenence to print out every detail of my life.
The only reassuring aspect of the waiting list is
that although I may be Ms. One Hundred and
Seventy Two, there is a Mr. or Ms. (but hopefully Mr.) two hundred and fifty lying up at night
and watching the same moon as me.
Sarah Delia is a freshman English and art
history major.

E-mad darts and pats kt
bnrettdpw hrtmaaiuni.
Darts a\ Pali art submitted anonymously and printed on a ipatr-avail
able basis Submissions are basedupon one person's opinion ofa gi»m
situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth

A "who-do-you-think-you-are?" dart to the scrawny boy
who stole the parking spot I was patiently waiting for.
From an angry junior girl who doesn f understand how anyone
can make it to college without understanding what an illuminated
turn signal indicates.

A "slang-word-corTectly-superbly-and-brilliantly-used"
pat to my professor who said "it's the shizzle" on AIM.
From a student who found himself laughing his butt off after
completing his online midterm.

A "what-in-the-world-was-I-thinking?" dart to myself for
the stupid Spring Break mistakes I made.
From a junior who wishes she couldn't remember all the dumb
stuff she had done.

An "I-give-it-two-thumbs-way-up" pat to Madison
Grill and Exit 245 for a great dinner and a show in support of Relay for Life.
From a group of seniors who were glad to finally put their Dining Dollars to good use.

A "do-not-take-the-dining-experience-with-you" dart
to the dining hall that made me smell like it for the rest
of the week.
From a sophomore who has invested enough money in Febreze to
become the company's CEO.

A "the-simple-pleasures-make-life-worth-living" pat to
the guy who randomly said "testicles" over the P.A. system at *
a supermarket in town.
From a senior girl who was laughing the rest of the day and is
going to miss things like that next year.
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Ten-day vacation insufficient

Donate plasma

The gift you give this
year could be lllG.
BONUS
«5
First Time Donors
Pw»nt IhK coupon on your ftm vtvt

Receive up to $200
a month and give life
to patients in need.

540-801-0672
269 Lucy Drive
Harcisonburq. VA 22801
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Donate plasma.
It's easy & simple.

BioLife
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I don't know about you, but I
am at a loss tor words hi describe
my Spring Break. "Amazing"
a>mcs to mind but seems feminine tor some reason. I wanted to
cry each morning in disbelief over
how much fun I had the night before. I am a graduating senior, and
among many other things, this
Spnng Break vacation instilled
in me a deep, deep love for vacations. Anyone who has fnends in
the "real" working world knows
that the beautiful concept of "the
vacation" is in serious jeopardy.
My friends can never come to
visit because their vacation time
is so limited. Ten days in a year?
Preposterous. Ludicrous. Unacceptable. Republicans talk about
"family values." Well what could
be more valuable to a familv than
a trip to the beach, or Yellowstone
Cark. or New York City? I think
aving time to spend with your
family and share in new experiences is perhaps the most important family value. Democrats talk
about leveling the playing held
between the "two Amencas."
Well, how about giving tow and
■-class Americans the decent
nount of free bme currently reeved for the wealthy? Both mar parties are backed by corporate
interests, and don't forget they

want to work you like dogs! There
are even economic reasons: Vacation time would raise revenues fttr
thousands of vacation spots in all
states (I mean, even Wyoming has
Vllowstoncand Idaho has, um ...
skiing?) As soon-to-be newcomers
in the working world, I think this is
an issue which deserves our attention. I also think ifs a universally
appealing idea which could generate enough support to move our
congressmen and senators to action. Some might crv "socialism,"
but we can make a change without
going to the extremes of Fumpcan
government-sponsored vacations.
But ten days? I'm calling in sick.
Steve|.irvis
senior communications major

Academy Awards a class act
I am writing in response to "A
wobbly line for the Academy to
walk," by Sarah Delia, published
in the Mareh 16 issue of The Breeze.
In the article, IVha states that this
year's films were missing something very important — "class."
I, an adamant supporter of Hollywood, beg to differ.
20X15 was the year of the political him. "Munich" and "Crash"
both tackled violence and racism.
"Brokeback Mountain" and "Ca-

pote" confronted homosexuality.
"Syriana" dealt with the government's ntle in foreign affairs.
And "Cood Night, and Good
Luck" addressed the mil of the
media in society. (Jranted, these
films are somewhat distanced
from the typical summer tent
pole. But I think they all, in their
own special way, have class.
Concerning the "a»ntn>versial"
win of "It's Hard Out Hen' For A
Pimp" for Best Onginal Song, I
feel that the Academy's decision
to honor Three n Mafia was a very
pmgn-ssive one. According to the
March 3 issue of Entertainment
Weekly, this \,>.ir marked the first
bme a hip-hop gnwp performed
during the tetocast. And although
the song's subject of prostitution
may have raised a few eyebrows,
the artists were by no means aiming to offend. Mafia's Juicv |, while
discussing censorship in an interview with BV, stated that "|t)ney
actually said we could keep |bitchM and hos| in there. But I wanna
change it to women, ('here's gonna
be kids watching
So if you are looking tor»lass
m Hollywood today, I suggest
vou Hit no further than the
nominees tor the 78th annual
Academy Awards
Nicholas I ,\/n
junior SMAD major

Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are welt onM and em ouriged. Letters
should be no longer than 2SO words, must im luoV a phone number for veritn alion and i an In- e mailed
to breezeopmionphotmail.com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gl, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA
22807. The Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions for length or gramm.it H il ri
The house editorial reflects the opinion or the editorial hoard as a whole, and K not necvs^mlv tnc "/union ot any
mdi\ idual stall member of The Breeze
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Frey's fall to 'Pieces'
Author under scrutiny for
memoir filled with lies
■Y KEUY FISHER
SLNIOR WRITER

/**> illmtrawn fty LAUREN PACK. EVAN DYSON AND AARON STEWART

The past six months have been a rollercoaster ride
for James Frey, to say the least. What began as a highly
publicized promotion for his memoir, "A Million Little
Pieces," has turned into a defense of the credibility of his
best-selling book.
Frey, thanks to Oprah Winfrey's praise and the selection of "A Million Little Pieces" for her popular book
club last October, catapulted to the top of bestseller lists
around the country. His graphic depiction of himself battling a drug addiction and substantial criminal history
opened the eyes of millions of readers.
"A Million Little Pieces," labeled by Frey and publisher Doubleday as a non-fiction memoir, sold 1.77 million copies in the United States in 2005, no doubt because
of Oprah's strong support and acclaim.
In the book, Frey states several times "I am an Alcoholic, and a Drug Addict, and a Criminal." However, his
self-proclaimed downfall and troubles may not accurately reflect Frey's personal account of his life.
The controversy surrounding Frey's memoir is fueled
by an investigative report published this past January by
the Smoking Gun Web site. The Web site alleges Frey embellished many details of his memoir, including revelatory
details of his drug addiction and criminal history.
The report, "A Million Little Lies: Exposing James
Frey's Fiction Addiction," began as a background check
into Frey's criminal history. In the six-week investigation,
the Smoking Gun uncovered Frey's cover up.
In his memoir, Frey writes about a time where he hit
a police officer with his car while cracked out on drugs.
According to the police officer involved with the story,
nothing even remotely similar to Frey's account occurred.

Aftar Zlrkta Houss Gallery Is osconstructad. ths sihlbrts will move to ■ naw bulldlnt, locatwl on Grace StrMt All
of ths gallery names will remain the same, but Zlrkle House will adopt a new moniker — The Grace Street Center.

see FREY. page 9

Tonight's exhibit relocated to new site
Zirkle House's premiere show to debut in Grace Street Center
■ i ERIN SANDERS
COffTRIBUTIKG WRITER
With the d(.-construction of
the beloved student-run
art gallery, Zirkle House,
came the introduction of
the new Grace Street Center located at
131 Grace Street.
Huddled in the new location are
some old favorites: the New Image
gallery (a contemporary photography
space of a compilation of selected regional artists), the artWorks gallery,
Madison gallery and the Other gallery
(mostly for student exhibits) and some
new space for offices

The new location
is absolutely
stunning.
— Kate Monger
Madison Art Collection
curator

and graduate studios.
Senior Stephen Smith, one of the
featured students to be showcased at
the opening of the new gallery, snuck
in to see the space
"I think the artworks building is a great edition," he said. "It
does a lot, both through its location within the city of Harrisonburg
and through its structural aesthetic,
to integrate the rugged, industrial
nature of the city, and functional
learning environment."
Smith's show "Hello, from Sunny Akron, Ohio" attempts to skew
boundaries between creative genres. It
is simultaneously both a performance
piece and an exhibition of drawings
and paintings.
Smith will join seniors All Milan
and Beth Tobin in the first exhibition. The openings, which are a great
time to meet and converse with the
individual artists and members of
the art and art history department,
will be tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. The
three students' artwork will be on
display until April 1.
The new space has morphed from
small individual rooms, each displaying separate shows, to a more
open arena, in which all three of the
students will share. According to

Tobin, the collective space may be a
disadvantage of each student since
they won't have their own room, but
also has the advantage of a versatile
space that can better accommodate
sculpture and installation.
Tobin's exhibit will feature a variety of prints: Intaglio, screen prints,
and relief, combined with painting,
drawings and some photography. Tobin said she was fascinated by Islamic
geometric patterns, and relies on the
subject matter and common use of
pattern to unify her work.
Milan's exhibit "Heroes snd Legends" is a collection of hand drawn illustrations colored in Photoshop. The
subject matter comes primarily from
comic books and other pulp art sources, Milan said.
Kate Monger, art history professor
and Madison Art Collection curator,
said, "the new location is absolutely
stunning."
After a year of renovation and
anticipation, the premiere gallery is
here. With the praise of students and
faculty across campus, Marilou Johnson, interim dean of the College of
Visual and Performing Arts, encourages everyone to "visit the gallery
and to see the space for yourself, ft
is beautiful."

.
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A well-balanced meal:
'Sex. Drugs, and
Cocoa Puffs'
Chuck Klosterman creates witty
description of US. culture
BY Em-,

SANDIIIS

COWTRISUTWC WWTU

Your viof Spring-Break nightmare
One junior's Spring Break vacation went from bad to
worse as she experienced more than just turbulence...
EaiN SANDERS
CONTRIBUTING WKTTlf
•Y

Did you hear some crazy
stories or experience some
wild times during Spring
Break? While trips to the
emergency room, bad sunbums and confiscated fake
IDs may seem like most unfortunate occurrences, luniur
Ashley Mangano's story can
probably top yours.
Excited to visit some
friends who are participating in JMU's Florence study
abroad program. Mangano
Cscked up her goodies and
raded to Washington-Dulles
International
Airport. She
would catch a flight to Paris,
then another to Italy.
While en route to Paris, the
passenger beside Mangano
suddenly started to convulse.
A boy sitting next to Mangano
helped her attempt to wake
the woman in order to confirm
her status.
But as the woman responded that she felt as if she was
going to faint she unexpectedly began to seizure again.

With her eyes rolled back into
her head and unable to speak,
Mangano and the child signaled the flight attendant.
A quick request for a doctor
was requested over the intercom, and thankfully a fellow
passenger began to attempt
treatment on the woman. The
woman was moved to the front
of the plane in order to be treated further. However, this was
with little success. The pilot's

voice came over the intercom
once again and announced the
flight was turning around and
heading to Boston for an emergency landing.
By the time the plane landed, the woman was treated.
However, the members on
board were forced to sit in Lor Airport for an hour. Finally,
Inp proceeded to Paris.
While the flight should
have been, and was, easy from

photo Ulmmuum In CASEY TEMPLETON/imior phoKtraphrr

I

that point on, more trouble
came when Mangano landed at
Charles de Gaulle. She was nobfied that she had missed her
connecting flight to Florence
— where her roommate, who
was participating m JMU's Antwerp program, was awaibng
her arrival.
Alone,
stranded
and
frightened in a country where
she did not speak the language, Mangano was in tears.
"I was all alone, had no idea
what was going on, or who
to talk to, and seemed to be
lost," Mangano said. Luckily.
Mangano said she eventually
found someone who could
help her out.
After rebooking a flight
for later that evening, Mangano thankfully did not have
to spend the night in a hotel
and arrived in Italy a mere six
hours later than expected.
So while that speeding ticket may have put you and your
closest friends behind about 20
minutes on your road trip to
Daytona, iust be thankful that
it was not a few hours in an unknown country all alone.

"Sex, Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs" — who wouldn't want
to read a book with that title? Chuck Klosterman's 2004
clever compilation of pop culture analyses is brilliant.
The book is a set of witty stream-of-consciousness essays that succeed in breaking down life as a United States
citizen amidst a culture where "it appears that countless
women ... are in love with John Cusack ... every straight
S'rl I know would sell her soul to share a milkshake with
at motherfVr... They don't love John Cusack. They
love Lloyd Dobler."
Klosterman digs into the ideals that American's treasure, from our infatuation with reality television like "Big
Brother" and The Real World," to celebrity culture, including Tom Cruise and Madonna.
The best part is one of the interludes that appears
between each chapter. While most of the interludes are
one page, the one between chapter 10: "The Lady or the
Tiger 1:19" and chapter 11: "Being Zach Morris 1:35" is
nine pages long. The section is a collection of "the 23
questions I ask everybody I meet in order to decide if I
can really love them."
While the average person asks "What's your name?"
when meeting new people. Klosterman is more unique.
"13. Every person you hsve ever slept with is invited
to a banquet where
you are the guest of
honor. No one will
be in attendance
except you, the collection of your former lovers and the
catering
service.
After tile meal, you
are asked to give a
15-minute speech
to the assembly.
What do you talk
about?"
Klosterman's
"Sex, Drugs and
Cocoa Puffs: a lowculture manifesto
(now with a new
•unoaorraaaowcorf
A
middle)" is a intelligent and tremendously
entertaining, and is now

DRUGS,

AND

COCOA PUFFS*
.♦

CrfUCK
KLOSTERMAN
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FREY: Author experiences backlash after
endorsement from major television personality
Writer plans to continue career after drama ends
FRET, from page 8

Also, Frey states that he spent 87 days jail, when in fact he
spent about five hours waiting on a friend to bail him out.
Frey's criminal history and drug use did not check out with
any of the involved law enforcement officials contacted by
the Smoking Gun.
"Police reports, court records, interviews with law enforcement personnel and other sources have put the lie to
many key sections of Frey's book," states the Smoking Gun
report. The 36-year-old author, these documents and interviews show, wholly fabncated or widely embellished details
of his purported criminal career, jail terms and status as an
outlaw 'wanted in the three states.'"
One of the more disturbing stories that the Smoking
Gun accuses Frey of embellishing involved a train accident
that killed two teenage girls. While Frey may have known
one of the girls, he was in no way involved with the accident or in any way a third victim, as he tries to make it seem
in his memoir. According to the Smoking Gun, Frey twisted
details to make the reader more emotionally involved with
an event that really did not affect him at all.
Tile Smoking Gun's investigation is not the first time Frey
has been questioned about the credibility of "A Million Litde
Pieces." In the spring of 2003, directly following the book's pub-

licabon, the Minneapolis Star Tribune and a Moscow-based online
magazine eXile, questioned the authenticity of Frey's memoir.
When first asked about the details in "A Million Little
Pieces," Frey said, "I've never denied I've altered small details." However, critics alike agree that the "small details"
he may have altered were, in fact turning points in the
book. However, Frey has continued to stand by his memoir
throughout the investigation
Many of Frey's readers feel betrayed, including Winfrey,
who had him appear on her show again in fanuary to discuss the current controversy surrounding him. When asked
about the Smoking Gun's report, Frey replied. 'They did a
good job."
Sophomore Kaitlin Zura began reading "A Million Little
Pieces," but stopped when she heard about the controversy
surrounding Frey.
"I had heard a lot about |"A Million Little Pieces"),
and had started reading it and it was really intense," Zura
said. "But when I had heard about parts of it being false,
1 wasn't as interested anymore." Zura's reaction has been
similar to many readers' around the world.
Frey was dropped from a two-book, seven-figure deal
with Riverhead Books Feb. 24. Although the controversy
continues, he still hopes to continue his career in writing.
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Attention Writers
The Arts & Entertainment section is
holding our monthly meeting
Thursday, March 23 at 4:30 p.m. in
The Breeze office (located in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall).
All Arts & Entertainment writers and anyone else
interested are invited to attend. We'll assign stories, share
ideas and meet the new section editors...
Hope to see you there!

■*-

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Round Brilliant Cut Diamond 3.87Cts.
Clarity -VS2 Color ~MN
UK Gold Filigree Setting

This Week $14,000

THURSday March 23, 2006

MONday March 27 2006

Poetry Slam ft. Def Poet J Ivy
( 8pm-10:30.
Taylor Down Under)

Pield Day.' Game Night,
[5pm Hillside Field.
Rain Location TDU, 7pm]
TUES

FRIday March 24, 2006
Iron Rose Tour.7pm Taylor Down Under

WEDnosdaMarch 29, 2006

SATurday March 25, 2006
have
THE DIASPORA {J3YOU

•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Tt
>ptk Mfc Wednesdays^
> JDCve Jazz Satan

Harrisonburg, VA »8oi

54O-442-9923
Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

Xreate-your-own Beverage Bar"
The Perfect Cure For Your Saturday Hangover

Buy one lunch buffet with a drink &

GET ONE FREE
.•1 prevent tbut coupon '

Call for deliviyt 54C-438-9993

Come learn howtotrueh. enjoj chocolate with this years Nutrition Month Spi
an award-winning author, educator, and nutrition nun A hose presentations
a delightful blend of practicality and pizzazz toeverydaj nutrition advice

Monday, March 20
7 pm, Free!!
Festival Highlands Room
Sponsored b) Officeol llr.ihh Promotion

•s x 81725

S1AND AND DELIVER.
7pm Festival Ballroom
THURSday March 30, 2006
COMMON Concert ft 112,
Virginia Tech [admission $15]
FRIday March 31,2006

13 Room]

Boys
N

SUNday March 26, 2006

S^^VERY Sunday morning...
95 South Main St.

exposed^
[Allegheny Room] '
8pm

11 28. 2006

University Sunday.
11 am [First Baptist Church ]

SATurday April 01, 2006
Trip to Busch Gardens

Matthew Stoss. Editor
Meagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor

SPORTS
Lacrosse
loses to
Big Green
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Dukes gold-rushed
Charlotte 49ers
edge JMU in WNIT
second-round play

Second-straight
road defeat for
JMU lacrosse
nil I IV,IO\ Ha
Alter
•4artinR the season 3-0. the |ML'
women's lacnisst' team has lost two•Jr.m'.lit against ranked opponents.
I hf l.iu-st I.M was an 1K-S deteat at I2th-ranked Dartmouth on
Saturday It was the Dukes' second-straight
loss ti>.i ranked

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — The JMU
women's basketball team's season
came to an end rndav night when the
Dukes fell 7(Hi2 to UNC-Charlotte in
the second mund
of trw 2006 WNIT.
DfspitelSlead
changes and 10 ties
throughout
the
Friday
game,
Charlotte
outseored )Ml in UNC-C
70
the final 423 of the JMU
62
game to take the
lead and eventual w m
With 722 left to play JMU sophomore forward Kisha Stokes hit tw. > frev
throws to give the I Hikes a 55-52 lead.
However, the 49ers' Danielle Burgin's
put-back rebound and Pam Brown'•
3-pomter gave Charlotte a 57-55 lead
with 5:20 remaining. The 49ers continued to build on the lead, and the Dukes
never got the momentum back.
The dobest the [Jukes would come
to regaining the le.nl came when junior

Women's
Basketball

opponent on Women's

Lacrosse

:!"■ nsid alter
.i 12-11 ION .ii
Notre Dame Saturday
March 12.
Dartmouth 18
Senior cap- JMU
5
tain
Bmoke
McKenzie
paced the offense for the Dukes
with two goals. She is tied lot the
team lead with 12 goals this season
Also sconng tor the Dukes
A ere nmOBUI midfielder Julia
Stone and freshmen midfielder
Vshle*. HeungtonandfowardColUvntrkivle
It was BcvingbrTs first vanvr goaL
• Defensively, the Dukes could
not stop the Big Green's attack.
Senior Casey Ha/el and junior |en
Pittman scored five goals each in
leading Dartmouth to the victory.
JMU has one more game left
on their current five-game road
trip. The\ pla\ at l.ovola March
22 before returning home March
26 to host California.

brtezesporls @ hotmailcom

fAROt.YN WAI.SER'UTwir plulogmpli.-r

Dasplta hitting a 12-foot lumper In the final
minutes of Friday night's game, junior forward Shirley McCall and the Dukes couldn't
come up with a win In the second round of
the WNIT. McCall finished with 14 points
and 11 rebounds In 39 minutes In Madison's
final game of the season.

JMU

guard Shirley McCall sunk a mv throw h>
bring the I Xikes to within one at W-5S.
Charlotte went on a lour-point run
.rtter |MU committed two turnover,
and Charlotte's Sakcllie Daniels hit
both ends of a one-plus-one free throw
with 2:35 remaining in regulation.
McCall came up big one last time
tor the Dukes when she hit a 12-foot
lumper to once again bnng MatHssn
wi I h i n three at 63-60. After Charlotte's
Brown missed a layup. Dukes' sophomore forward Tamera Young got the
rebound, but the Dukes missed backto-back field-goal attempts.
The 49en Whitney Hoey sealed
the game when she sunk a 3-point
shot with 30.5 seconds left
In the Dukes' final game of Ihe season. Young finished with a game-high
17 points, junior center Meredith Alexis
and McCall each finished with doubledoubles. Alexis upped her school n'
bounding record to 930 and peked up
her 17th double-double of the season.
The game marked her 41st-career double-double and her 52nd<areer doublefigure rebounding pertomiano?.
McCall finished with 14 points
and 11 rebounds. Sophomore guard
(.isniin LaWftnOa scored 10 points tor
|MU

Madison finished the 2005-06
MMOn with a 24-7 record. The last
time the Dukes won more than 24
games was the 1990-91 season.
— from staff reports
UNC-C 35
|MU
37

35
25

— 70
— 62

UNC-Charlotte — Andrea Davidson
3-70O& Pam Brown 6-12 34 17, Krystion Obie 1-4 2-2 4, Sakellie Daniels 2-11
5* 9, Whitney Hoey M 00 8, Tameka
Smith 1-4 2-2 4. Tyheisha Smith 1-5 043
3. Courtney Williams 2-3 (M> 4. Sabrina
Gregory 3-7 1-2 7, Danielle Burgin 34
(Ml 6. Totals: -25*6 13-16 70. 3-pointers:
Davidson 2-5, Brown 2-2 Daniels 0-1,
Hoey 2-7, Smith Tyhiesha 1-5.
)MU — Tamera Young 5-15 7-9 17.
Shirley McCall 6-16 2-6 14, Meredith
Alexis 5-16 5-8 15. Andrea Benvenuto 1-5 0-0 Z Jasmin Lawrence 3-8 3-3
10, Kisha Stokes 0-3 44 4, Shameena
Felix 0-2 0-0. Totals: 20-65 21-3062.3ivnnt.rs: Young 0-5, Benvenuto 0-1,
Lawrence 1-3, Felix 0-1.
Records: UNC-Charlotte (21-8), JMU
(24-7).

Super streak

Del.

- from staff reports

( MtOLYNWtLSES teaurptuto
JMU has lost two consecutive
fames to top-ranked schools.
AMY PATKRSON'/*n»«aftr

Gymnastics
hosts meet
The JMU women's gymnastics
team competed against Tow-son and
William & Man Siturday afternoon
inNrulair l.wiinasium.
IX'spite a third-place finisK
Mtphomon.' Melissa Morganstem
and fivshman Allison Iruglio led the
Dukes with sums of 9*00.
Morganstem finished with a
17.550intheall-annind competition.
Morganstem and freshman Christine Skiftmgton tied with a 9575 on
the beam to earn the top sain' and
Mnrv.anstem scored a 9.5(111 on the
tl<»>r as well
low son won the three-team
competition, lollowed bv William &
Man and then |Ml. lheIXikeiw.ll
travel to Kingston, R.1, for the Eastem Collegiate Athletic Confemce
championships
— from staff reports

RAISA ISOS/Maffphnographfr

Th« JMU women's jymna»tlcs team hosted Towson and
W&M Saturday.

Sophomora third baseman Joe Lake avoids Delaware's Todd Davlson successfully stealing third base In the third Inning of
Saturday's game. Delaware stole three bases and was caught once, while JMU stole two bases In three attempts.

Streak reaches 15
games as JMU heats
Delaware at home
■v

JAMES IBWIN

-t\H>F WRFTEIt

Make it 15 in a row tor the Diamond
Dukes.
Sophomore center fielder Kellen
Kulbacki and junior shortstop Davit
Stoneburner extended their hitting
streaks in dramatic fashion and the [Ml
baseball team rallied for five runs in the
final three innings to beat the DdtWAK
Blue Hens 6-5 Saturday at l-ong Field/
Mauck Stadium.
JMU improved to 15-4 overall, 5-0
in the Colonial Athlelu Association and
now shares the nation's second-longest
winning streak with the Mississippi
State Bulldogs and the Kansas State
Wildcats
"We come out knowing Wi
to win," Stoneburner said. ' It\ a great
feeling because we walk on the held
with confidence every day."
It was Stonebumer's bases-clearing double in the seventh inning that
parked JMU's confidence I lie I ha
mond Dukes trailed 4-2 at the time
and had been neutralized by the right
arm of Delaware starting pitcher Mike

DUKES
BASEBALL
15-GAME
WINNING
STREAK

Date
Feb. 24
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
Mar.1
Mar. 4
Mar. 4
Mar. 5
Mar. 7

McCuire, who finished the game with
nine strikeouts and was overpowerim;
at times
Stoneburner came to the plate in
the seventh with the bases loaded and
one out alter senior first baseman Matt
Hnstow was hit by a pitch and promptly
drilled McCiuire s BfM otlenng off the
has.- «>I the wall in right-center held to
give the Diamond I Hikes their first lead
ot the game at 5-4. The hit also chased
M«<.urn-from the game.
Up until that point it had been all
Delaware. McCiuire cruised through
the hrst six frames and third baseman
Alex Buchhol/ provided all the oftense hi needed by hitting three home
runs off |ML senior left-hander Greg
\eshitt
I was |ust throwing balls down
the middle to him in counts where he
looked for fastballs. \esbitt said. "I
just made mistakes."
Buchhol/ was 3 lor 4 against V-.
bitt. But JMU's starting pitcher yielded
onh two lnts to the rest ot the Delaware
lineup and managed to get through
M\ en innings 11,- gave up all live runs,
struck out nine and walked two Most
importantly, he allowed (Ml 'tnfhlHM
I han.v to get back into the game
"It wasn't a really good outing lor
me, but the offense came back for us,"
\esbttt said. "We could have easik
set* STREAK page 12

Opponent
Fairfield
Fairfield
Fairfield
Liberty
Wagner
Wagner
Wagner
Longwood

Score
W.13-4
W.18-3
W.15-4
W.10-5
W.27-5
W.35-2
W.11-1
W.12-7

Neshitt matches up
with McGuire in
Dukes' late victory
BY JOHN GAILE
SEM0R WKtTM

Delaware sophomore nght-hander
Mike McGuire has been tine of the only
pitchers to find success against the
[Ml s baseball team's explosive offense
in recent weeks In his second start of
the season, he limited them to just one
hit and no runs in the first four innings
After Delaware took the lead on a
lead-off home run, the Diamond Dukes
found themselves m rare form — struggling to get a hit with a 14-game winning streak on the line. During that winstreak, the Diamond Dukes have put
up double-digit hits — something they
weren't able to do against McGuire and
the Blue Hens Saturday afternoon.
McGuire was methodical on the
mound for Delaware, establishing the
corners ot the plate early. His windup
may have been painfully slow, but his
fastball had heat throughout the six innings he pitched. And when he mixed
in his breaking ball, jMU barters were
thrown off-balance.
McGuire had nine strikeouts on the
day, including back-to-back strikeouts

Home/Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

Mar. 10
Mar. 11
Mar. 12
Mar. 14
Mar. 15
Mar. 17
Mar. 18

in both the fourth and fifth innings to
retire the JMU side. Through the first six
innings, he gave up just three hits.
He looked confident and seemed to
be leading the Blue Hens to their first
conference victory of the season as Delaware entered the seventh inning up 4-1.
However, the tide turned when McGuire gave up a double with runners on
base. Just like that, JMU raked in four
runs in the seventh and took the lead
5-4 in a huge momentum swing. As a
result, Delaware coach Jim Sherman decided to pull McGuire.
"I never want to be taken out of a
game," McGuire said. "But the time was
nght to bring in |reliever| Billy Hams,
Give |JMU| credit. They battled back in
the seventh inning and took the lead."
The Diamond Dukes' hitters were
able to find their rhythm much easier
once Delaware reliever Billy Harns entered the game, as they became more
aggressive at the plate.
Suddenly, the JMU bats were alive
and swinging. The Diamond Dukes
notched five hits in the last three m
nings. The game-winning single in the
bottom of the ninth came from sophomore center fielder Kellen Kulbacki. It
was his onlv hit of the contest for the
Colonial Athletic Association's leading
hitter.
"|McGuire| is a great pitcher, one of

W&M*
W&M*
W&M*
Virginia Tech
Virginia Tech
Delaware*
Delaware*

see PITCH, page 12

W, 15-11
Away
W.7-4
Away
W.8-4
Away
W.15-5
Home
W, 13-11
Away
W.15-5
Home
W.6-5
Home
•CAA opponent

IGo to www.ihebreeze.orKhlassifieds to post lo read classifieds and more!

CLASSIFIED
R<X)MATr.S
WANTED.
IARUITownhouse
Near
< ampus
$250-325
703-582-885**

AVAII Mil E
NOW
SunchaM
Apjrltiicnt Male ot female welcome
(co-ed apartment) and Ihe lease ends Jul)
2006. $335'mortth includes water, sewer,
trash
Contact the office at W2-4800
or e-mail tin JI leasing sunchaseto mstreni.com
for
more
info.
hHO

I
BIT)K(K)M
HOUSE
Good
condition. (onvenicntly located, W/I>.
ivailablc 8/17. $735. (540) 433-1569

NEED A ROOMATE1 2 BR. 15 Bath on
Nlligtv I mile from campus $280/month
kiesmaamiajmuedu (540) 521-0982

FOR RENT

FOOSBALL 1ABII harvard brand
professional grade excellent condition
$250
560-9542
(540)
879-9947

|HELP WANTED!
(BARTENDING!

$250/day

potential

No

necessary

Training

(800)965-6520

Ex(2l2

experience

provided.
2
ROOMA1I-S
WANTED
Grad
student in 1 bedroom house on quid
W Water St seeking roommates Off street parking, all amenities, wireless
internet, I mile fmm JMI' campus
Rent
$150 ' utilities. (703) 489-9461
HVI HII)K(X)MS. II l/ABI III M
(vsooalhs.allapplianteN. internet, parking,
excellent lloor plan (540) 568-3068
HOI SI rORRI Nl Bcautilul brick hoiiM:
in the city Walk to JMI! and downtown
4 bdr. I A 1/2 hath Large deck w/
fenced yard. Wathcr'Dryer in basement
(irad studenh onl\ $°95/mo 540J213305 or 434-531-2326 (540) 421-3305

TOWNHOUSE

FOR

RENT

IARGI I 111 l)R(X>M \I'\KI\1I M
Great location, almost new. washer/
dryer, dishwasher, no pels, available
8/06.
$535.
(540)
433-1569
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close
to campus.
good condition. AC. available 8/06,
No nets. $410.
(540) 433-1569
FOR RENT Two bedroom, double-wide
trailer on hone farm.
Comfortable.
quiet. 8 mi from JMII. Includes
utilities
234-9781
(540) 421-5994

STONE

GATE

APARTMENT

IOR RENI I bedroom. May. June.
July
$355/month
(207) 650-0989

New

Construction 2
Level 3 Bedroom
$950 a month
never lived in' All
amenities: W/D, finer Optic. 2.5
Ba. Porch. Granite Counters. Must
see. View website for Liberty Square
George Washington (tourplam! www.
liberty square hi/ completion early April
06
Please contact Rill Armstrong at
hobol089itijunocom (703) 863-8253
4BR,
2 BATH,
washcr/drver. large
yard.
screened
porch.
private
patio.
fireplace,
garage,
hardwood
floors. llhurg
Avail 6/1/06. $975/
month after 5pm (540) 908-0650
MOVING I IVIM, Oil CAMPUS? Go
to wchjmiiedu/ocl/lisiings htm. JMU's
OIIKI.II site I or oft-campus housing,
roommates, and furniture.
Great lor
advertising sublets. rcnUls(434)817-0721

rORI-M Mil I S MANOR 2 roommate*
needed for 4 bdrm TH
2006/2007
school yr.
large bedrooms, private
bath
No pets
(540) 433-2279
DOWNTOWN 73A E. Market 2
BR Utilities included
I
parking
spot
S4607MO
(540)
246-3147
May
paid'
Summer
sublease.
the Mill apts $3l5/rno only need
to pay
electric
(540) 438-3499

1997
HYUNDAI
LI AN IRA
UM.ON
<l27k
mi
Standard
manlMtal
Very
good condition.
mm

V&OU

transportation Call for
duller
taverns,

434-ftiH

appointment
896-2283.

WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey,
www.
GetPaidToThink.com
DAN* f INSTRl (TORS Nl EDI I) for
Summer* fall'06 Ballet.Jazz, lap. Irish,
Hip-Hop Formal Teaching Experience
preferred
References
required
Now interviewing. Call 433-7127.
LIVE AND WORK ON the Outer
Banks (Nags Head area) this summer
NO* luring for all positions. Please visit
www mworth com for more information
and
an
employment
application.
SUMMER
JOB
ACAC-RichnKMKl
is building an exciting, enthusicastic
Summer Camp learn for our 2006
season
Full-time hours in a fun
environment
Call (804) 378-1600.
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SUMMER NANM Fulltime summer
nanny position for 2 hoys (9 and ~>)
in the Rcston/lfemdon area. Own
car a plus. Live-in option available
Pool membership, flexible schedule,
generous time ofT.
(301) 215-8880
day.
(703)
716-0304
evenings,
frankomto hhmi org (301)
215-8880

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN NO. VA.
Collegiate Sealers located in Chantilly, VA
is now hinng for our summer driveway
scaling season
Start at SIO.OQVhr. w/
increases based on performance Summer
employees avg. 40-50 hrs/wk.w/O/T after
40 hrs Call us today KOO-220-7615 or
email col legiatescaler(u mi ndspring.com
EXCELLENT
<>PPi IRH INI I Y
Graduating Senior Couple lo live in and
work at local business Manmayhaveother
employment Must have good computer.
sales, and telephone skills
May start
part time immediately (540) 433-1234
I II! «.l ARD JOBS htan Pool Scrsice.
is NOW HIRING' Pool Managers ft
Lifeguards! Full ft Part-Time Positions
available inArling(on.Alexandna.Fairfax.
andl.oudoun. Contact Kelly at 703-5867567 or email kphillipvu tiianpools org

application.

Mil NAMX>\I| RIVER OUTFITTERS
is hiring for May to Sept come work
with us on the river Good driving

BUSINESS
OR
MARKETING
MAJOR to work at local business on
Fridays »™* Saturdays and full time

record, outgoing, energetic, able to work

,n

APPRENTICESHIP ON ORGANIC
Vegetable A Herb Farm.
Learn
skills lor sustainable living.
Call
for

, Mfc^fc mm

an

»IM.

«"»■"«■

BQ^anuc; "^

I'ouW *** lo full time

«radu-'on

«540»

HIPKEW

$$RIWARD$$ lost size 7 gold ring
with grecnish-hluc Caribbean topaz
center stone, and 4 small surrounding
CZ> Seen last at Sunchase Apts. It has
great sentimental value (610) 283-2735

mmm w The off-campus
health center
Edftt BC.
SovSati'ira.
( .f-i"' IMM
rorawr.
(,.■■.

idivulual growth and training
Jain our full-service restaurant team
and enjoy the kind ol good life that
kteps qettinq better.
HuHiWers. Backhocs.
Loader*. Dump Trucks

Hosts
Servers
Bartenders

Graders. Scrapers.
Kxcavaton
Train in Virginia
Next Class Nov. 7th
-National Certification
-Financial Assistance

Futl and Part-Time. All SWfts
Apply in person O' online at
www.unos.coia

TRAVEL

5150 Sign-On Bonus
to anyone who brings In
tWs ad and Is hlrtd!

NAGS
HEAD
4-MONTH
Student
Summer
Renlalv
scahrcc/crcaltv.com (252) 255-6328

Uno Chitjgo Grill
6363 S«wn Corners Center
Fills Church, VA

SKYDIVI I 0M D» I-irst Jumps from
13.500*! 22 jumper aircraft. Student
Discounts' <iift Certificates' www.
>kydi vcoraiigc.com (M0) 943-6587

119481 Fair Oaks "all
Fairfax, VA
5935 Kinqstowne Towne Center
Alexandria, VA
7272 Wisconsin Aye.
Belhesda, MD

How to
place a
classified:

3058 Gatehouse PUu
Falls Church, VA
11948 Market St
•eston. VA
21035 Dulles Town Center
Sterling, VA

»,2M

Lost & Found

www.thebreeze.org

HEAVY KQI'IPMF.NT
OPERATOR
IRAINIMilim
I MI'I C1VMI \[

4

CARPENTER lo build fence $10/
lu to start, good work move up
fast
Your hours
(540) 568-3068

Visit the greatest site in the world at...

WANTED

Live this summer at the Beach and work
with Telescope Picturev'Sunrays Studio in
OceanCity.MD/VirginiaBeach.VA Earn
up to $10,000.00 Housing is Available.
For more information visit our website and
APPLY ON-LINE www sunrav sstudio
com or call I 724.322.1858 E. O. E

SUMMER JOB NOR1HERN VIRGINIA
Academy
Sealers,
an
expanding
driveway seal coating company, seeks
JMU students to run crews. Kara $550
a week, no experience necessary Call or
email driveways/u adclphia.net Located
in Chantilly. Virginia (70J> 207-7628

810-2587

FOR SALE

jttal

TOUR
GUIDES
WANTED
No
experience necessary
Weekend and
weekday work. Must have dependable

THE BREEZE

■

T«ttvG»0W
MyCtwnWcal
Ronwnet.
Tom Hussell.

7390 Alias Walk Way
Gainesville VA

-n<> iii wwwahcbrccK.
org/classtfledi
-cnli'r yom* inlVirmiilion
for u IK'« customer antl
start \(iur ml today!

10701 Bulloch Dr.
Manassas. VA

so Easy, SO simple |D() YOU READ
the Hni/i -Milllit '

contact:
540-568-6127 for

Mi us kutm If you do!
mid your cotnnwntfi to
the_ hrw/cC'jmii.tdii

TAKE THE IIRST STEP

towtra a Nwwauii l*'j;ul cucef wfcn a wttlncm
from OconMown UnlveNaty.

Paralegal Studies
CERI'IEK 'ATHI*R(XJRAM
Join the tiill-tmu- Gcoojecown
i it) Sunmicf pfogmu tsuglM

*»—

ATPIAN9!

-w -

—

Sounds.
/■i ItWMH
Chicago
Trykx H«wtini

M,

Nl* a USfD (Of • WD! • ;»€> • NOVELTIES • MTI • took • HOWS ■ FBI latrill wfcri
■•IK

fEmergTCare

h\ ptDmuwTM nmnben «>i tliL
Vt ivliin^tiiti. IK" L'jyl toiniuiiiiity.
and wt|UR iiu'>kill* ncccaar) t"
become

No Appointment
Necessary

AnuritJii M.ir A.stu i.iti.m ipplDVed
program i> .in

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mini In: 'lam llpm

What A Record
Store Should Bel
■ ■Mrawu MIWMiklrNWSK.COM

eflccriw pjr.ik-pl

Attiinlnii: tti iiui paduates, tln%

Ktturia • ■aju.Mi • MOSS • inporti • HAH>-T0-HM> HUSK • opt 1 diy>'

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!

JII

IOVJI

UPntMllMUM ti>r

' anyone ■ntemtcd In punolng.»

Sat: I Oam 4pm

I caveci

M

peoing vxpomc

sun: i,„„-(,,„,. 540-432-9996

to the k-^.il arena priof to law Khanl."

755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's

8UMMBR INTENSIVE PBOORAM
MAY24-AUOUSTM

STEP INTO THE FUTURE...

yof[f>nciau

I

/IUIC

)\.ir ((.-t,'rt. i< <>,\iuriA /(>r ,ulm^-u'n

Ix'i priority wtui&iutiM, ptraw nMbnif

Tuesday
Wednesday

,

)\ JII'

tpfHaihri hy ^/•n/ 17.

l;or an application, ploaM.' call
(202)687-8700 or visit
WWW.pH.rgct mvn.edu/scs/psp

Fnday
Saturday
Sunday

The Breeze
BE ACNE FREE WITH

Your Monday 6
Thu
. •/.;
liltU

PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY AT

Georgetown University
SCTIOOl t»H CONTINUING STUDIES

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

L'IDEE MEDICAL SPA

Starting Pay $8.25/hr + Bonuses

■ Breakthrough/Innovative Treatment
■ Doesn't Require Oral Medications

No Certifications needed to applyl
TRAINING CLASSES
AVAILABLE NOW!

■ Why risk dangerous side effects of drug therapy?

Certifications Include. Lifeguard, First Aid/CPR,
AED, Oxygen & WaterPark Training

LET THE POWER OF LIGHT MAKE YOUR SKIN SMOOTH AGAIN!

Currently Certified - Now Hiring!

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT
CALL 540-437-1296
www.lideemedicalspa.com

LI dee

\l MillIII S A fll Ml 01061

1992 MEDICAL AVENUE
ILARRISONBURG, VA 22801

- Bonus Incentives • Up to S250 during Holidays/Peak Times
• Extra 550/week for working 6 shifts
• Monthly Attendance (Jun-Aug)
• Employee Referrals $100

*

Stop in or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Get application online@www.massresortjobs.com
I

12 I MONDAY. MARCH 20. 2(K)6

www.ilwbreeze.org

THE BREEZE

STREAK: Dukes rally in seventh,
walk-off single in ninth seals win
STREAK, from page 10

rolled over."
But they didn't. And they
didn't roll over in the top of the
eighth inning alter a leddolf
walk allowed the Blue Hens to
tie the score at 5 on lirst Kwman Ryan Jablonski's two-out
Unglc Instead, the Diamond
I »ukes kept plugging .1w.1v at
Delaware reliever Hilh Harris
and JML ,unior right-hander
Bobby Lasko slammed the
door on the Blue Hens with an
inning and a third ol scoreless
relief.
I his game showed us
Rome
heart."
Stoneburner
said. "We haven't played too
many games like this onf and
it'll make us a lot better in the
long run"
I nko'l dominant relief
appearance — he struck out
three of the tour batters he
faced — earned the Diamond
Dukes into the ninth, where
Kulbacki extended his hitting

streak to 15 games in unlikeU
lashion
With one out. freshman
pinch hitter Brett (.arner singled. Sophomore pinch runner
Matt MacDougall stole second
and Bristow drew a walk.
IMl coach Spanky McFarland
called for a hit-and-run and
Stoneburner grounded out to
shortstop for the second Mil
of the inning. With runners
Of) MOMld and third, Kulbacki
the OOnftmtCt leader in average, home runs and RBIs —
stepped to the plate, hitless in
lour trips and sent a 3-1 pitch
up the middle that was fielded
bv Delaware second baseman

"It builds character having to come back," Nesbitt
said. "It was a good win. Now
we're really rolling "
Stoneburner's double extended his hitting streak to 13
consecutive games. Freshman
left fielder Brett Sellers went 2
for 4 and scored two runs in
the game.

Kyle Devil

W — Lasko,L—Hams

Del
JMU

rccd fcr Thuifilit
How can I ten the difference between
good and bad carbohydrates? Are
some really better than the others?

101 020 010 — 5 10 1
000 010 401 — 6 8 0

Mike Mcguire, Billv Harris
(7); Greg Nesbitt, Clay McKim (8) and |acob Cook and
Bobby Lasko.

But Davis didn't charge
the ball and Kulbacki, who has
made a name for himself as a
power-hitting center fielder,
turned on the jets and beat the
throw by a half step. MacDougall scored the winning run on
the play.

2B — (Del) Davison, Hagerich. Rogers; (|ML) Stoneburner, Sluder. Sellers, Schill;
HR — (Del)Buchholz3.

Carbohydrates arc 1 of 5 macronutrients that provide
calorics in our diets. The Other 2 arc protein and Fat, C'arbs provide
most of the energy needed in our daily lives. Kith lor normal body
functions -in has heart heal, breathing, and digest ion., ind also lor

Records: Delaware (9-5, 0-2),
JMU 15-4, 5-0)

( arh- are grouped into categories of either simple or complex based

PITCH: Delaware blows late
lead, despite McGuire's effort
rm ii from pate 10
the better pitchers we vc seen
this vear.' Kulbacki said. "He
was really coming after guys
and it was |ust tough toget that
timing down. It didn't help
that I got hit in the h. ad
JMU's pitching was com
parable to Delaware's in the
POOe match. Senior southpaw
Greg Nesbitt started for the
Diamond Dukes and pitched
seven innings with virtually
the same stat line as McGuire.
Both struck out nine, walked
two and allowed five runs.
"I think |\esbitt| is one of
the best left-handed pitchers

I ve ItCH this war," Kulbacki
said. "He knows hin\ to keep
hitters off-balance, which La
his strongest point. And with
more experience and innings
on the mound, he's just going
to get better "
The only real difference
between Nesbitt and McGuire
was that Nesbitt gave up
nine hits — three more than
McGuire's six. Also, Nesbitt
didn't allow a run that didn't
IBtull from an Alex Bucholz
home run. Buchol/ had his
number as the Blue Hens'
lead-off man, hitting three
homers on the day.

on their chemical structure Both types contain 4 calories per gram,
and arc digested into a Wood sugar called glucose, which can then
be used to fuel our bodies lor work or exercise It is the simple
carbohydrates that are often labeled as bad and the complex

Nevertheless, between him
and junior right-hander Bobbv I asko. who entered in the
eighth with the score tied 5-5
— the Diamond Dukes were
able to hold off the Blue Hens
for their seventh-inning rally
and a walk-off finish. Lasko
was credited writh the win as
he struck out three of the four
batters he faced to dote OUl
the game.
"You never know [how iar we
can go|/' Diamond Dukes' junior
she >rtstt »p I >avis Sti>nebumer said.
"We have to take it one step at a
tome. We're just worried about |the
next gamej right now."

carbohydrates as good Theselabels were given primarily by
irbohydiace diets asa simple way to separate the two, but
may not he the best way to describe them
Simple carbohydrates are described as bad because they contain
refined sugars, which are digested very last and cause a quick spike
in blood sugar Examples include fruit, fruit Juice, candy, honey, milk.
white Hour, and sugar. Complex carbohydrates take longer to digest.
n bich will leave you feeling full longer, and are usually packed with I
fiber, \ itamins, and minerals. A few examples arc vegetables, Vt hole
wheat products,cereals and legumes
The American Piclctic Association recommends that 50 6ffh of our

Win streak reaches 16 on Sunday
len Kulbacki led the way for the
Dukes, going 4 for 5 on the day
with a home run and three RBIs.
The top of the batting order
for the Dukes proved to be very
productive. U-ad-off man, junior
shortMiip Davis Stoneburner,
along with Kulbacki and senior
second baseman Michael Cowgill.

JMU was in action again yesterday at Mauck Stadium/Long
Field, bearing the Delaware Blue
Hens 10-8. The victory caps a
three-game home sweep agaimt
Delaware and extends tneir winning streak to 16.
JMU outhit Delaware 17 to
9. Sophomore center fielder Kel-

combined for 10 hits.
JMU went up 4-0 by the end of
the third inning and didn't allow a
IVlaware run until the sixth inning.
Despite a late comeback attempt by
the Blue Hens, who scored eight
runs in the final four innings, the
l^ikes held on for the win.
—from staff reports

Reader's Choice
select
Dummies titles*

total calories come from carbohydrates. Roth simple and complex
cubs should be included in a healthy, well balanced diet, but you
can avoid making the bulk of your carbohydrate choices from refined |
foods high in sugar since these are usually low in the nutrients
needed to maintain good health adn energy levels
Nd/OjjnUQ tiimi

£
500,000
EW BOOKS

FREE!

DUMM

Calculus

Dummies'
travel mug
with Dummies'
purchase.

DUMtflES

DUMMfcS

Mango
Romance
Christian

All 60% to 90% OH Retail

F ICtlO
Classics
Best Selling Authors
African-American

Algebra
IES

Mystery
Sci-Fi

Boordbooks
Picture Books

(toWlnW
OmakH fmlaf

PmtfkMlhiilii

'2.S0

>4.00

[Children's
Books

Open Saturday, March 25th
thru Sunday, April 9th

Hardy Boys
Nancy Diew
Early Readers
Young Adult

from 9AM to 7PM daily

m

Military ^^»^
Civil War
American
European
British

Histor

Ml Winei,
Mviar
'10.00

Politics
Current Events
Cultural Studie

A Rrtrrrnt*

MMt«Uti
While supplies last.

Do Anything.

Statistics
DUMMIES

Just Add Dummies.

w

How It GriH
hy Slmn fcflMjl
pn
iml'ltfSl

(Mr-Cm OKJIM
by Slew Rokhlen
luhm

Only s8.00

Only s5.00

I|AMES
MADISON
II N I V [ R S I T Y.

BOOKSTORE

;ollett"com
boofcrtorvntfiaoft

Green Valley

|

BOOKFAIR

»\ '*n Hunting
AM If Baseboll
B-1'J

1 a Gd'
Gambling

ld«M.iMini>t|bWi*«.i

Haifa Million Reasons to
Wake Up Early This Weekend!
800«385«00°9
www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

E3C3BB

,

i

■suOutdoors

B & Sports

2192 Green Valley Ln . Mt. Crawford, VA 22841
•Offer valid ihroujh 3/JI/06.

J Hiking
Mountain Biking

located just 15 minutes south ol JMU.
Take I 81 south to Exit 240;
turn eosl & follow the signs

